
DARK MATTER
The Card Game

This is a fast paced card game for 2 to 4 players where you will join the exciting hunt

for Dark Matter, one of the most elusive phenomena of Nature. You will need to

operate laboratories, start research and allocate resources to unveil the potential

Dark Matter candidates. 

Discovering Dark Matter will have you win the Nobel prize!

 9 dark matter related cards: 

4 Dark Matter cards, WIMP (Weakly Interactive

Massive Particle), Dark Sector, Axion, and MOND

(Modified Newtonian Dynamics), that have identical

front and back

5 Dark Matter candidate cards: 4 negative ones (“this

is NOT dark matter”), and one positive (“this is dark

matter”)

 51 science cards grouped into 3 categories

9 laboratory cards: 4 surface laboratories,                 

 3 underground laboratories and 2 deep underground

laboratories

15 research cards: each individual card describing a

different research effort

27 resource cards: 9 Student cards, 9 Datacards,      

 9 Publication cards

47 grant cards:

34 money cards (1 to 30, and 33, 42, 50 and 100 M$)

13 event cards

 one rule card, linking to this document

DM, tCG comes with the following cards, for a total of 108 cards:

Contents

Particles for Fun

The game is based on
real science and you can

find the references in
'Science' booklet.
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Every turn the players will first play grant
money cards to determine the game turn.

They will then have to build a successful
research for Dark Matter from science
cards: they will start by owning a
laboratory, then launch a research on it,
and assign the needed resources. When
this is done the candidate associated
with that research will be revealed,
leading to winning the game if it was
dark matter, or continuing the game if
not.

How the game plays

But it won't be so easy. Only one
laboratory, research or resource is
available at a time, a new one being
revealed only after the current one is
taken by a player. Also instead of taking
one of the available cards a player can
use an event card, which may alter the
game, including the ownership of
laboratories and researches.

The game ends when Dark Matter is
found, when all candidates are searched
and are found to be negative, or when
there is no resource card available.
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Finally, the grant cards are prepared. When played with less than 4 players,
not all cards are used. When there are 2 players, remove from the game the
money cards from 21 to 30, and if there are 3 players then discard the
money cards from 26 to 30. Then all the grant cards (the money and event
ones) are also shuffled and each player draws 3 of them.

The remaining cards are also kept as the grant stack. During the game all
the grant cards will be played and placed in a played grant card pile, side
up, by the side of the grant stack. 

When no grant card is available in the stack, this discard pile is shuffled 
and placed again as the grant stack. 

The game starts by putting in front of all players the 4 Dark Matter cards and shuffling
the 5 dark matter candidates cards. 4 of these 5 cards are placed, face down, one
below each of the 4 candidates, and the fifth one is discarded, face down, without
looking at it. 

Then 3 stacks are made from the science cards, the laboratory stack, the research
stack, and the resource stack, each shuffled andface down. The first card of each
stack is drawn and revealed, face up, in front of its stack. 

Game setup

After this initial setup, the “this is dark matter” card
will either be the discarded one (in that case none
of the 4 candidates is indeed dark matter), or be
below one of the candidate, which will be dark
matter for this game. The aim of the game will be
to discover this dark matter.

During the game whenever one of the revealed cards is
taken, the next card of the pile is revealed. When no cards

are available, the game may end (see end game). 

Laboratory, research and resource cards can be discarded
at some point during the game. If so, they are removed from

the game and won’t be used anymore until next game.

In this game, you never end up without grant!
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take the visible laboratory card. The laboratory belongs to the player and is
placed in front of him/her. A new laboratory card is revealed.

take the visible research card. If there is a laboratory available where this
research can be conducted (see below), the player can directly assign the research
to the lab. Note that the player doesn’t necessarily need to be the owner of the
laboratory. If there is no laboratory available or if the player doesn’t want to assign
the research to the available laboratories, he/she can keep the research card, face
up, by his/her side. No more than 3 cards can be kept this way. If it would be the
4th card, one card must be discarded. The next card of the research pile is
revealed.

take the visible resource card. If there is a research card assigned to a
laboratory needing this resource, the resource card can be applied directly to this
research. If the resource card can’t be assigned or the player doesn’t want to
assign it to the available researches, the resource card can be kept, face up, by the
side of the player. No more than 3 cards can be kept this way. If it would be the 4th
card, one card must be discarded. The next card of the resource pile is revealed. If
the last resource game is taken, the game will end at the end of the turn (see
below).

assign cards. If the player has one or more research card and resource cards by
his/her side that can be assigned, he/she can assign, in any order, any or all of the
cards he/she owns. At least one card must be assigned.

play an event card. The card is then resolved (see the Event cards section below).

Each player, when it is his or her turn, must do one (and only one) of
the following actions:

GAME TURN

Each player must select one of its 3 grant cards with a
money amount (from 1 to 100 M$) and play it face down 
If the player has only 3 event cards he needs to discard all
of them to the played card stack of the grant pile, face up,
and draw 3 new grant cards, repeating the procedure until
he/she has at least one money card. Once all players have
played their cards, they are revealed, and the play order is
determined by the card values, the highest playing first.
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All researches than are fulfilled (have the 2 or 3 required resources assigned) at
this stage conclude. All cards are discarded, and the corresponding dark matter
candidate cards are revealed.

If one of the candidate revealed is indeed the dark matter (“this is dark matter”
card), all the players with fulfilled research for this candidate win the game.
If none of the card revealed are dark matter (all cards are “this is NOT dark
matter”), then the game continues. 

All research for a candidate that was already revealed not to be dark matter is
discarded, with all its assigned resources if it was installed in a laboratory. 

Research cards kept by the side of players related to this candidate are also
discarded, as is any card of the research pile when it is revealed if it targets that
same candidate. If all dark matter candidates are revealed and none of them are
positive, then the game ends with all players winning the game. 

GAME TURN (CONT)

Passing a turn is not allowed.
 Once a player has finished his/her action, he/she discards

the grant card played to the played grant card pile. Once all
players have ended their turn, fulfilled research are checked.

Note that it is done after all players have finished their turn.
 

In particular one player could finish a research, but then
another would play an event card to discard the research and

all cards would be discarded.
Or another player could use an event card to transfer the
research to one of his/her laboratories and be the owner

during the fulfill phase

After checking the researches, the resource pile is checked. If at this stage the
resource pile (including the face up card) is empty, the game ends and all players lose.
Then all players complete their hands to 3 grant cards drawing from the grant pile 
(in the same turn order). 

If no more grant cards are available the grant discard pile is shuffled and used as a
new grant pile. As mentioned earlier, the grant pile is the only pile that never shortages.
Once all players have 3 grant cards in their hand, a new turn can start.
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The research cards are the most complex cards of the game.
 While the other cards are self explicit, the research card

have some more information on them. 
They can only be played on specific laboratories and require

specific resources.
 The background color indicate in which laboratory the

research can be conducted. Research with a green
background need a surface laboratory (which background is

also green). Research with a dual color red/black
background need either an underground laboratory (red

background) or a deep underground laboratory 
(dark background) to be operated.

 

Finally, research with a dar background can only be run in deep underground
laboratory (dark background). Only one research can be operated at a time
in a laboratory. If a laboratory is al- ready hosting a research, it cannot host
a new one until the current research is fulfilled. 

These researches can be fulfilled like any other, except they will not reveal any
candidate. Fulfilling them will however discard the card and therefore free the
laboratory for a new research. The top-left corner of the card indicates the
resources needed for completion of the research. It can be 2 or 3 resources,
which are student (red circle with an “s”), data (blue circle with a “d”) or
publication (green circle with a “p”). The lower portion of the card is indicative
and gives the name of the kind of research and a drawing about the topic.
More about it is explained in the science booklet.

the “this is dark matter” card is revealed. All the players that have a fulfilled research
for that candidate win the game (and the Nobel prize). There can be multiple winners
in such a case

all dark matter candidate cards are revealed and none of them is dark matter (they all
are “this is NOT dark matter”). Everyone wins in this case (what a relief!)

if at the end of a turn, after checking the fulfilled researches, there is no remaining
resource card available, then the game ends and everyone loses

As described above, the game can end in 3 different ways:

RESEARCH  CARDS 

Game end

The candidate that is being researched is indicated in the top-right corner of
the research cards. 2 cards indicate that “this is NOT dark matter”. They are
non-dark matter related research, and can be used against another player to
fill his/her laboratories with research that is not relevant to the game.
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